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Mary Warnock’s Fawcett Lecture: 150 Years of 

Enlightenment 

Elizabeth Aylward 

The Fawcett Lecture was given by Baroness (Mary) Warnock on the 17th February 
1999, at Senate House, as the first event to mark the Bedford College Alumni 
celebrations of the 150th year of its founding. The theme for the lecture was that of 
all the events: “150 years of enlightenment”. 

Baroness Warnock stressed the importance of the contribution Bedford College 
had made to London University and the fact that it eventually produced the first 
woman professors—but only after a long struggle by women like Emily Davies 
and the Garrett sisters, whose efforts and situation are hard to imagine today. 
Middle-class women in the mid-nineteenth century were expected to be docile and 
quiet and to spend their days only in activities that would make them attractive to 
men. Education for its own sake, or for pleasure was not conceived of. It was a 
time of fear on the part of middle class men-afraid that their fortress homes would 
be‖laid‖waste‖by‖the‖rabble―and‖this‖exacerbated‖the‖isolation‖of‖women.‖In‖1867‖
Emily Davies began her campaign to enable girls to sit for the same exams for 
Oxford and Cambridge as boys. Until then it had been deemed that exams were 
not suitable for girls; they might damage their health and anyway examiners did 
not have time for additional marking in their already heavy load. Cambridge 
finally agreed to a one-year trial but Emily Davies was only told 6 weeks before 
the exam date and had to find the building, papers, candidates etc. for herself. The 
new schools were reluctant to open themselves to failure but in fact the girls 
achieved a 91% pass rate and did not faint or have hysterics—although there was 
a Doctor on the premises just in case. Gradually more colleges opened their doors 
to women although there were some differences of opinion. There were those who 
wanted to compete with men and win the same prizes and there were others who 
thought that to do so was to give in to male dominance. They thought that women 
could succeed but on their own terms and with the best use of their strengths. 
Emily Davies eventually founded her own college which moved to Cambridge 
and then finally became Girton College. It was still thought that clever women 
were not attractive and would be left on the shelf. Baroness Warnock had noticed 
herself that if one picks up a magazine for 9–10 year olds today, you would receive 
the advice that if you know the answer in class and the boy you fancy does not, it 
is wise to keep your mouth shut.  

The struggle was continued by Susan Stebbing who eventually became a 
Professor of Philosophy at Bedford College and the first woman professor to hold 
such a Chair in Great Britain. John Stuart Mill had been interested in the question 
of women’s education before he met and married Harriet Taylor. He offered an 
“enfranchisement of women” article for publication, unsigned, in the Westminster 
Gazette in 1852 but later attributed it to Harriet. After her death he published 
another paper on the subject of women demanding their “release from the 
bondage‖ of‖ ignorance….‖ Knowledge‖ is‖ no‖ more‖ a‖ fountain‖ sealed:‖ Girls,‖ drink‖
deep until the habits of the slave-gossip, slander ... die”. 
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Mill wrote “On Liberty” in 1869 and Harriet Taylor’s influence is stronger. 
They planned it together and intended it to be the most influential and enduring 
of all Mill’s writings. It advocated the social responsibility of educated people to 
take into their sights the common good and endorsed one simple principle—that 
no-one may rightly interfere with the right of another to do as they wish. There 
should be no tyranny of the majority nor inhibitors of custom, tradition or 
demand for conformity. Women were emerging from the weight of convention 
and, leaving the vocational aspect aside, the pursuit of knowledge was beginning 
to be a treat, a pleasure, that they had never dreamt of. 

Mary Warnock again asked the question: so has it been an age of 
enlightenment? After the Second World War, there developed a freedom from 
prejudice and everything seemed possible, fresh and new. Balloons were pricked 
by our iconoclastic pins—there was a social and professional optimism matched 
by intellectual confidence. There were fewer men returning from war work and 
Oxford took on women, referred to as “newtos”—non university teaching officers. 
They still therefore felt isolated and undervalued. There was still a collective 
memory of the struggles of the past and a married Fellow was not thought capable 
of fully devoting herself to her work. Baroness Warnock experienced this herself 
and thought it was fortunate that when her children came along and they were 
given the family names of Kitty and Felix, it meant that her male colleagues could 
enquire after their welfare without embarrassment since others would believe they 
were asking after her cats! 

Baroness Warnock thinks that undoubtedly the late 1940s and early 1950s was 
an age of enlightenment where all were free to enjoy knowledge and search after 
truth no matter what the subject was. Those engaged in teaching thought it a good 
in itself whatever the consequences and teachers of philosophy especially were 
giving pupils something of value, to tell a good argument from a bad one and to 
distinguish between things that differ. So, 150 years on, the pioneers would be 
pleased. Women are generally achieving better than men, there are 120 women in 
Parliament and more women now in the Cabinet. Yet Baroness Warnock had some 
doubts about Higher Education in general. Since the publication of Beyond 
University, a new Republic (of the intellect), by Douglas Hague, the acquisition, 
analysis and transference of information has changed. Universities have been by-
passed by students and those engaged in research, who now go to the “knowledge 
companies”—providers of information for profit. There are corporate universities 
with on-line information and degrees. She herself was invited to Iceland to discuss 
the moral implications of the setting up and processing of a data bank of health 
records in the interests of Icelandic health care yet underwritten by the interests of 
the pharmaceutical companies. The intellect now involves looking rather than 
reading.  

Are information and knowledge interchangeable concepts? A few years ago, 
after the first computer was switched on, we needed to explain all purposeful 
activity through information technology. The brain of an animal is like a 
computer—IS a computer—and thus all biology can be reduced to cybernetics—
not a fire, not a spark of life, but information, words. But this threatens to reduce 
all knowledge itself to terms of input and output. Perhaps what are referred to as 
the old women’s colleges have a special duty. Of course the new information 
technologies do enlighten us but the enlightened 150 years was above all an age of 
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excitement and pleasure in opening doors, not just to language but to the origins 
of language. We should deliberately cultivate learning in the old sense of knowl-
edge and understanding and not of acquiring information. 

In her vote of thanks, Professor Wedderburn said J.S.Mill’s Essay On Liberty, 
was actually a cry for the intellectual liberation of women and perhaps the best 
antidote for redress of information for knowledge may be the study of philo-
sophy—”to be rather than to seem to be”. 
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